Team Red

Weekly Development Report # 3

Performance Period: Tuesday 01/25 - Monday 01/31

Week Goals:

- Review prototype table
- Review testing methods
- Import data to VM with docker
- Situate UI/UX development tools

Group Accomplishments:

1. Individual Contributions/Accomplishments: (to be filled out by each individual)
   - **Dannisse and Will** - prototype planning
   - **Will** - Set up Flask and framework for prototype planning
   - **Dannisse** - Glossary and references update, review prototype script (ver.1)
   - **Tanner** - Docker on VM updating, mySQL database server on VM as well, updated prototype MFCD.
   - **Matthew** - focused on individual lab, learning more about Apriori Algorithm, updates to the website for deliverables
   - **Jason** - Started MySQL user database script with appropriate fields, learning procedures for auto-populating the database with >5000 users

2. Issues/Concerns: Examples below…
   - **Flask Collaboration issue** - unable to collaborate on a cloud when creating the prototype as Flask does not support it; need to find another solution